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Reason for Procedure
Explain the dress code and the conditions allowing the wearing of jeans to work.

The Procedure
It is the expectation of Kirkwood Community College that employees dress and groom appropriately for
their job and in a way that is considerate of their co-workers and that represents the College in a
positive light to its students, customers, and community. Kirkwood recognizes that appropriate attire
may vary depending on the department and type of position. It is the responsibility of the Dean or
supervisor of each department to ensure that employees are dressed appropriately. Dress and grooming
expectations should be equitable, reasonable, and not enforced in a discriminatory manner.
Employees may wear jeans each Friday during summer hours. Employees must use good judgment
when wearing jeans. They should be one solid color (no acid wash); no rips, tears or cut-offs. Shorts are
not allowed. Employees are also encouraged to wear a Kirkwood shirt on jean Fridays. Shirts and tops
should also be appropriate for work, similar to what you would wear on a regular workday. Supervisors
have the discretion to send an employee home, on the employee’s own time (unpaid), to change clothes
if their attire is found to be inappropriate.
Employees who participate in the United Way campaign and purchase jeans day stickers may wear jeans
as designated in the United Way jeans packet.
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